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convening
feat. tia kushniruk

track 01

Stéphanie Cyr, or 
Stefany Jane-lynn Crooksphere The III, is a
multi-faceted, onion layered queer elf of
Middle Earth. She is now living, working,
surviving, sleeping, loving, on the unceded
lands of the səl̓ilwətaɁɬ təməxʷ (Tsleil-
Waututh), Skwxwú7mesh-ulh Temíx̱w
(Squamish), S’ólh Téméxw (Stó:lō),
xʷməθkʷəy̓əm (Musqueam) people. She has
27.5 tattoos (or maybe it's 7?). Her career
has brought her around the world and
across Canada. Cyr is kind, wise, and getting
older. Submerging into a sea of foamy
waves that marshmallow upon slimy lime
green green green coastal rocks - crashing
upon her, as she smiles and sinks into its
subzero saline embrace.

your resident meme lord, 
tia ashley kushniruk will fan the flames of
your twisted subconscious desires. dancer,

lover and writer, she’ll illustrate the dead for
you, get to the bottom of it with you and will
run around the block away from you to take

the edge off. the most leo person you will ever
meet. she currently resides on Treaty 6

territory and is gay for villanelle. she is caring,
she is kind, she is the next great playwright.

she has been to and seen many places.
recently got a new knee and its been going well

so far. australian accent optional. 
assembly not required. 

performers:
tia ashley kushniruk
stéphanie cyr

music:
Your Sweet Love by
Lee Hazlewood

concept and direction:
stéphanie cyr

text + video editing:
stéphanie cyr 
(based on actual text
communications with tia)

special thank you to 
cameo cat, sweet boy

fictional/non-fiction bios by
each other for each other



performer:                                           supersex soft 
                                                              gspot vibrator               

concept, direction and editing:          stéphanie cyr

costume and props:                            stéphanie cyr     

special thank you to                            sarah formosa

wall art in kettle scene by                   DRAKECEREAL      
                                
music                                                    Enfant by El Michels Affair

today i made a nest and laid in it
(dutiful pleasure giver seeks a day for itself)

track 02

some ingredients for care

awareness of your solubility and density

the bleed   between   and   around     all such things

it is attention                         it is non binary  

add as needed, as desired, as consented, as asked
                                                       for growth

                     
                                                  

stay in / go out

tend to / pay no mind

care more / care less
comfort / disturb

disrupt / continue

lay down / work out

no / yes

fuck / abstain

say something / say nothing

every time / never again

cry   eat   drink water   sleep   breathe    bathe    listen

treat yourself  /  save your money

the hard thing / the easy thing

walk away  /  stay

be selfish / be selfless

de-center  / recenter
let go / hold close

sit with it

now / later



performance:
stéphanie cyr           

music:
la valse à mille temps by jacques brel 
anderson cooper for CNN       
                                              
concept, direction, make up + editing:
stéphanie cyr

production assistance, food runner 
and camera work:
desi rekrut

add side mayo track 03

how to fuel your queer bb alien on its mission 
to complete the gay agenda:
1 red velvet cupcake + 1 carrot cake from 
black rook bake house
1 burger from meet - gastown with extra mayo
1 bottle of  cheap + dry wine*

keep in a warm bath. 
for a special calming effect, add lavender suds

*no food was wasted in the making of this film



extra special faerie dusted kisses and hugs to desi rekrut, 
tia ashley kushniruk, sarah formosa, eden solomon, 

colleen jones, sweet boy, all those kids and their parents teaching
stop motion tutorials on youtube, andrew bartee, 

ryan genoe, barbara adler, maxine chadburn, 
julie chapple, caitlin brown, 

future leisure + shooting gallery performance series. 

this work was made by settlers on stolen and unceded
Musqueam, Squamish and Tsleil-Waututh territory, 

unceded and stolen Algonquin-Anishinaabe territory and
 Treaty 6 territory. 

find out whose land you are on at https://native-land.ca/
learn to be a good guest

support indigenous sovereignty
give the land back

web support + coding: colleen jones

dedicated to our queer ancestors. those known and unknown
whose work + love we benefit from every single day. 

i'm so grateful and we are all indebted to you.


